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We are thrilled to present to you, the fourth edition of the 

SQLServerGeeks Magazine, August 2021. Time flies quickly. 

 

In this edition, we bring you fresh content from Josephine Bush, 

Jason Anderson, Raj Pochiraju & Erland Sommarskog. A massive 

thank you to all our authors. 

There’s intriguing content on Auditing, Azure SQL Database Ledger, 

Python with T-SQL & Migration. 

We have new sections for you in this edition: Hands-On-Lab on 

Partitioning & SQL Tips & Tricks. Hope you like them. 

Our twinned community organization, DataPlatformGeeks, has 

announced fifteen webinars (LIVE STREAM) on a variety of 

technologies in Data, Analytics & AI space. These webinars are free 

to attend, scheduled in July & August. Check out the full schedule 

and reserve your seat. 

Another SQL Family member passed away recently: Brian Moran 

was much loved by the SQL Community. Many remember him as a 

very kind hearted person, always willing to help. In Memory of Brian 

Moran. 

The Magazine team will be heads down with DPS 2021 happening 

in September. Therefore, there will be no September 2021 edition. 

And for our valued subscriber, we have a special discount code in 

case you wish to book a Training Class. Use SAVE20 to save $20 on 

your booking. 

We love to hear from you and make improvements to the magazine. 

Make sure to give us your feedback so we can continue to provide 

quality content, well-curated to your interests. If you are interested 

in writing an article for the magazine, do let us know. Write to us at 

Magazine@SQLServerGeeks.com 

Help us spread the word. Ask your friends and colleagues to 

subscribe to the magazine. 

From all of us at SQLServerGeeks, we wish you a pleasant read. 

Happy Learning. 

 

Yours Sincerely 
SQLServerGeeks Team 
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n this article, you will learn how to setup SQL Server Audit with SQL scripts. For a summary of what 

auditing is and how to use SQL Server Management Studio to create SQL Server Audit via the GUI, 

please refer to the July edition of SQLServerGeeks magazine.  

To audit SQL Server, you can use built-in functionality called SQL Server audit. It's good for capturing 

pretty much anything that happens on the database server. It’s very flexible and pretty easy to set up.  

I primarily use this for seeing any permissions or schema changes. You access it via SSMS and can also 

use scripts to set up and query the audit data.  This article will only cover setting it up via SQL scripts. 

For a quick review of when and how you can use SQL Server audit, let’s go over a few things first.  

SQL Server Audit Availability  
The first version that SQL Server audit was available in was 2008, and it was only in Enterprise edition. 

As of the 2012 version, Microsoft expanded it to be available at the server level with all editions, and 

then database auditing was still only in Enterprise.  By 2016 and onwards, you can do server and 

database auditing with any edition, so much nicer since a lot of people don’t only use Enterprise.   Just 

note these limitations if you are on older versions and wonder why you might not be able to do 

everything outlined in this article.  

Audit Requirements  
To make SQL Server auditing work you need two or three things depending on what you want to audit.   

• You're required to create an audit specification, and this will determine where you store 

audit data.  

• You will also need one server and/or one database audit for audit data to write to the audit 

specification. Each audit specification can have one server and one database audit.  Those 

server and database audits are not dependent on each other.  

SQL Server Audit Use Cases  
The server audit is generally good for:   

• Auditing server-level changes and/or all the databases at the same time.   

The database audit is good for:  

• Auditing one database or a subset of activities in one database.  

I 

How to Audit SQL 
Server For Free 
with SQL scripts 

Josephine Bush |     @hellosqlkitty 

http://www.sqlservergeeks.com/magazine/
https://twitter.com/hellosqlkitty
https://twitter.com/hellosqlkitty
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Let’s go through some examples so that you can see how that works.   

SQL Server Audit Setup via SQL scripts 
First, you need to create an audit specification. This is where your audit data will be stored.  No audit 

data collects without this, and you can’t setup a server or database audit without first having an audit 

specification. You can setup an audit specification with the following script:   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Suggestions on how to configure your audit specification:  

• Audit name:  I tend to name it AuditSpecification or AuditSpecification_servername.    

• QUEUE_DELAY: I always leave it at 1000. It's just the wait time in milliseconds before it audits. 
I never see any lag.   You can set this to 0 or 1000 and greater (i.e. 0 or 1000 or 1500 or 10000).  

• On Audit Log Failure:  I always set this to CONTINUE. I think fail operation and shut down 
server are too drastic. I'll just have a bunch of people screaming at me that there's something 
wrong with the server.  You may want to choose fail operation or shut down server if auditing 
is of the utmost importance like on legal or financial reporting systems.  

o CONTINUE - If the audit can't capture the statement, it keeps auditing. You might miss 
a statement here and there, but I doubt that happens very often, if at all.  

o FAIL_OPERATION - If it can't audit, it's going to cause the statement to fail.  
o SHUTDOWN - If it can’t audit, it’s going to do what it says, it's going to shut down the 

server.  

• Audit destination:  
o FILE - I always write to the file choice because it’s easiest for me. I don't have a lot of 

auditing restrictions. Yes, the auditors want to know what happened. They don't think 
that we're going in there secretly deleting audit files and not reporting what we said 
we would 

o APPLICATION_LOG - I could see application log writing if you have a Splunk application 
that reads all the logs and gathers them in a central repository (see an example of this 
below this list) 

o SECURITY_LOG – this has more restrictions than writing to the application log 

• FILEPATH:  If you chose FILE for Audit Destination, then you need to choose a path.  Make 
sure don't put it on the C drive. Even though we’re going to limit the audit file sizes, you don’t 
want it accidentally filling up the C drive.  I don't usually put it on data drives or log drives 
either.  We have an E drive for applications where I work, that's a great place for it to go.   

USE [master] 

CREATE SERVER AUDIT [AuditSpecification] 

TO FILE  

(FILEPATH = N'E:\sqlaudit\',MAXSIZE = 50 MB ,MAX_FILES = 4  

,RESERVE_DISK_SPACE = OFF 

) WITH (QUEUE_DELAY = 1000, ON_FAILURE = CONTINUE) 

WHERE (server_principal_name <> 'monitoringserviceaccount'  

AND server_principal_name <> 'builtinsqlserveraccount'  

AND schema_name <> 'sys') 

ALTER SERVER AUDIT [AuditSpecification] WITH (STATE = ON) 
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• I never let the audit just collect max files and max sizes.  I’ve found 4 files of 50MB each is 
good for my needs when collecting permissions and schema changes.   Your number and sizing 
of files depend on your needs.  If you have maximum files, and they're gigantic, then they’re 
next to impossible to query.   

o MAX_FILES - 4  
o MAXSIZE - 50 MB  

• RESERVE_DISK_SPACE:  Since my files are quite small, I don’t include this.   

• WHERE clause for filtering:  This is optional.  I usually filter things out in here like SQL Server 
internal accounts or monitoring tool accounts that I don’t want to clutter up the audit data.  
There are a lot of different fields you can filter on.  You can choose to exclude or include things 
just like in a regular WHERE clause.  

• Finally, we are enabling this (with the ALTER SERVER AUDIT statement) as part of creating it, 
unlike with the GUI, where it’s disabled by default after creation.  
 

There’s also the option to write to the application or security log as follows:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If you instead wanted to write to the security log you would just change APPLICATION_LOG to 
SECURITY_LOG in the above code.  
 
If you chose the file destination for your audit, once you enable it, an audit file is placed on disk.  
This is where the data will live for your server and database audits that you associate with that audit 
specification. As the data collects, this file is going to grow to 50 MB because that's what I specified in 
the configuration, and then it'll create another file up to four (again because I specified four files).  
Once the fourth file is full, it will delete the oldest file and create another new file. That's why you 
need to know how often you want to collect the data from the audit files so you don’t miss any data.   
 

 
 
Audit Categories  
Before we get into creating a server audit specification, let’s talk a bit about audit categories.  There 
are three of them:  

• Server level - gets everything at the server level, but you can also audit all the databases if 
you configure database actions at the server level.  These capture permission changes and 
creating databases.  Includes any action that doesn’t start with schema or database  

• Database level - If you don’t want to audit all the databases the same way, then you can use 
the database level actions in each database to audit them separately.  These include data 
manipulation languages (DML) and data definition language (DDL) changes. Namely things at 
the database level.  Mainly, includes any action that starts with schema or database  

• Audit level - audits the changes you make to the audit specifications.  Turning an audit on or 
off is automatically captured and you don’t need to set that with the AUDIT_CHANGE_GROUP 
action.  

 

USE [master] 

CREATE SERVER AUDIT [AuditSpecification] 

TO APPLICATION_LOG  

WITH (QUEUE_DELAY = 1000, ON_FAILURE = CONTINUE) 

ALTER SERVER AUDIT [AuditSpecification] WITH (STATE = ON) 
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NOTE: You don’t want the same database actions turned on at the server level and the database 
level because then you are getting duplicate audit records. 
 
Creating a Server Audit  
The first of two optional audits is the server audit specification.   You can setup a server audit 
specification with the following script: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Suggestions on how to configure your server audit specification: 

• Name:  I tend to name it ServerAuditSpecification or ServerAuditSpecification_servername.    

• FOR SERVER AUDIT:  You need to associate it with your audit specification. You need this 
because this is where your audit data will live. 

USE [master] 

CREATE SERVER AUDIT SPECIFICATION [ServerAuditSpecification] 

FOR SERVER AUDIT [AuditSpecification] 

ADD (DATABASE_ROLE_MEMBER_CHANGE_GROUP), 

ADD (SERVER_ROLE_MEMBER_CHANGE_GROUP), 

ADD (AUDIT_CHANGE_GROUP), 

ADD (DATABASE_PERMISSION_CHANGE_GROUP), 

ADD (SCHEMA_OBJECT_PERMISSION_CHANGE_GROUP), 

ADD (SERVER_OBJECT_PERMISSION_CHANGE_GROUP), 

ADD (SERVER_PERMISSION_CHANGE_GROUP), 

ADD (DATABASE_CHANGE_GROUP), 

ADD (DATABASE_OBJECT_CHANGE_GROUP), 

ADD (DATABASE_PRINCIPAL_CHANGE_GROUP), 

ADD (SCHEMA_OBJECT_CHANGE_GROUP), 

ADD (SERVER_OBJECT_CHANGE_GROUP), 

ADD (SERVER_PRINCIPAL_CHANGE_GROUP), 

ADD (SERVER_OPERATION_GROUP), 

ADD (APPLICATION_ROLE_CHANGE_PASSWORD_GROUP), 

ADD (LOGIN_CHANGE_PASSWORD_GROUP), 

ADD (SERVER_STATE_CHANGE_GROUP), 

ADD (DATABASE_OWNERSHIP_CHANGE_GROUP), 

ADD (SCHEMA_OBJECT_OWNERSHIP_CHANGE_GROUP), 

ADD (SERVER_OBJECT_OWNERSHIP_CHANGE_GROUP), 

ADD (USER_CHANGE_PASSWORD_GROUP) 

WITH (STATE = ON) 
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• Actions with the ADD statement: I'm capturing perms and schema changes at the server level, 
and in all the databases on the server. That's what these action types will do.  If you just want 
to capture server changes, you'd remove all the ones starting with database and schema.  

• We are also enabling as part of creating it, unlike with the GUI, where it’s disabled by default 
after creation.  
 

Creating a Database Audit  
The second of two optional audits is the database audit specification.  You can setup a database 
audit specification with the following script: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Suggestions on how to configure your database audit specification: 

• Name:  I always name it underscore database name because it helps identify what database 
it’s auditing like DatabaseAuditSpecification_Auditing.  

• FOR SERVER AUDIT:  You need to associate it with your audit specification. You need this 
because this is where your audit data will live. 

• Actions with the ADD statement:  I'm capturing perms and schema changes at the database 
level. Don't use this if you're already getting database and schema changes at the server 
audit level or you wind up with duplicate audit records.  

USE [Auditing] 

CREATE DATABASE AUDIT SPECIFICATION [DatabaseAuditSpecification_Auditing] 

FOR SERVER AUDIT [AuditSpecification] 

ADD (DATABASE_ROLE_MEMBER_CHANGE_GROUP), 

ADD (AUDIT_CHANGE_GROUP), 

ADD (DBCC_GROUP), 

ADD (DATABASE_PERMISSION_CHANGE_GROUP), 

ADD (DATABASE_OBJECT_PERMISSION_CHANGE_GROUP), 

ADD (SCHEMA_OBJECT_PERMISSION_CHANGE_GROUP), 

ADD (DATABASE_CHANGE_GROUP), 

ADD (DATABASE_OBJECT_CHANGE_GROUP), 

ADD (DATABASE_PRINCIPAL_CHANGE_GROUP), 

ADD (SCHEMA_OBJECT_CHANGE_GROUP), 

ADD (APPLICATION_ROLE_CHANGE_PASSWORD_GROUP), 

ADD (DATABASE_OWNERSHIP_CHANGE_GROUP), 

ADD (DATABASE_OBJECT_OWNERSHIP_CHANGE_GROUP), 

ADD (SCHEMA_OBJECT_OWNERSHIP_CHANGE_GROUP), 

ADD (USER_CHANGE_PASSWORD_GROUP) 

WITH (STATE = ON)  
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• We are also enabling as part of creating it, unlike with the GUI, where it’s disabled by default 
after creation.  
 

Where the database audit shines is when you want to audit objects because you can audit things like 
insert, update, delete, select, and execute on objects in the database, like tables, views, and stored 
procedures.  These action types do require you to fill in all the additional columns for the audit actions 
depending on the object class.   

Let's look at an example.   I create a separate audit specification for these types of auditing actions 
mainly because I don’t want them combined with my audit that collects permissions and schema 
changes since those are centralized for auditor reports.  

 
  
 
 
Suggestions on how to configure your database audit specification when auditing specific objects, 
schemas, or databases: 

• Name:  I always name it underscore something descriptive to its purpose because it helps 
identify what it’s auditing.  

USE [master] 

CREATE SERVER AUDIT [AuditSpecification_AuditingTables] 

TO FILE  

(FILEPATH = N'E:\sqlaudit\' 

,MAXSIZE = 10 MB 

,MAX_FILES = 10 

,RESERVE_DISK_SPACE = OFF 

) WITH (QUEUE_DELAY = 1000, ON_FAILURE = CONTINUE) 

ALTER SERVER AUDIT [AuditSpecification_AuditingTables] WITH (STATE = ON) 

 

USE [Auditing] 

CREATE DATABASE AUDIT SPECIFICATION [DatabaseAuditSpecification_Auditing 

Tables] 

FOR SERVER AUDIT [AuditSpecification_AuditingTables] 

ADD (INSERT ON OBJECT::[dbo].[testing] BY [public]), 

ADD (EXECUTE ON OBJECT::[dbo].[SelectTestingTable] BY [public]), 

ADD (SELECT ON OBJECT::[dbo].[TestingTop10] BY [public]), 

ADD (DELETE ON SCHEMA::[dbo] BY [auditing]), 

ADD (UPDATE ON DATABASE::[Auditing] BY [public]) 

WITH (STATE = ON) 

Be very careful auditing entire schemas 

or databases. They can overload your 

audit and/or server. 
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• FOR SERVER AUDIT:  You need to associate it with your audit specification. You need this 
because this is where your audit data will live. 

• Actions with the ADD statement:   
o Audit Action Type:   

▪ INSERT – gives you the ability to see who inserts to a table, schema, or 
database.   

▪ UPDATE - gives you the ability to see who updates a table, schema, or 
database.  

▪ EXECUTE - gives you the ability to see who executes on a stored procedure, 
function, schema, or database.  

▪ SELECT - gives you the ability to see who selects from a table, schema, or 
database.  

▪ DELETE - gives you the ability to see who deletes from a table, schema, or 
database 

o Object Class:   
▪ OBJECT:  Choose this to see queries against a specific table, view, stored 

procedure, or function.  
▪ SCHEMA:  Choose this to see queries against any object in a schema 
▪ DATABASE:  Choose this to see queries against any object in a database 

o Object Schema:  Required for OBJECT or SCHEMA object classes 
o Object Name: Required for OBJECT class  
o Principal Name: Required for OBJECT, SCHEMA, and DATABASE classes.  Use public if 

you want to audit everyone.  If you want to audit multiple users, you need one line 
for each user.   

 
Querying Audit Data  
While you can query the audit via the GUI, it’s far more powerful and easier to centralize the audit 

data if you query it with a SQL query.  The following query gets what I’ve found to be the most useful 

columns in the audit:  

 

When you get the query results, maybe there's nothing listed because nothing auditable happened 

yet.  Maybe you'll see tons because there's a bunch of stuff happening in the background that you 

didn't realize was happening.   Here's an example of what some audit results may look like:  

 

SELECT distinct DATEADD(mi, DATEPART(TZ, SYSDATETIMEOFFSET()), event_time) 

as event_time,  

aa.name as audit_action,statement,succeeded, server_instance_name,  

database_name, schema_name, session_server_principal_name, 

server_principal_name,  

object_Name, file_name, client_ip, application_name, host_name, file_name 

FROM sys.fn_get_audit_file 

('/var/opt/mssql/data/audit/*.sqlaudit',default,default) af 

INNER JOIN sys.dm_audit_actions aa ON aa.action_id = af.action_id 

where  DATEADD(mi, DATEPART(TZ, SYSDATETIMEOFFSET()), event_time) > 

DATEADD(HOUR, -24, GETDATE()) 

order by DATEADD(mi, DATEPART(TZ, SYSDATETIMEOFFSET()), event_time) desc 
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Disclaimer on Auditing  
Be very careful how and what you audit.  You can overload or freeze up a production server.  It 

happened to me when I didn't even think it was possible to crash a production server with an audit. I 

just thought somehow, I could stop the audit in between things it was auditing.  Sometimes it's going 

to be hard to stop your audit if it's auditing too much or going to be so hard to weed through all the 

data, it will be like trying to find a needle in a haystack with all the stuff you're auditing.  I just go with 

the less is more method of auditing.   

Additional Information  
More information on server and database audit is provided in these links:  

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/security/auditing/sql-server-audit-

action-groups-and-actions?view=sql-server-ver15#database-level-audit-action-groups 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/relational-databases/security/auditing/sql-server-audit-

action-groups-and-actions?view=sql-server-ver15 
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SQL Server Tips & Tricks 

 

  

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Order of columns in index 

definition matters. The order of 

columns in the SELECT list 

does not matter. 
Consider changing the default 

value of Cost Threshold of 

Parallelism (CTP). Given 

today’s hardware, the volume 

of data, the complexity of 

workloads, 5 is a low value. 
Avoid executing Dynamic SQL 

using EXEC, instead use 

sp_executesql to avoid SQL 

Injection. 
Want to open MS Docs from 

SSMS? Either use keyboard 

shortcut Ctrl + Alt + R or Menu 

> View > Other Windows > 

Web Browser 
Use SET NOCOUNT ON in 

Stored Procedures to reduce 

network traffic and to boost 

performance. 
Using INDEXED VIEW in a 

subquery? Use along with 

NOEXPAND hint to avoid 

expanding the Indexed View. 

Increases performance. 

7 
Traversing through the XML 

execution plan is cumbersome. 

Sys.dm_exec_text_query_plan 

DMF gives the text version of 

the XML execution plan. Simple 

LIKE search can find what is 

needed. (More SQL Tips & Tricks) 
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Azure SQL Database Ledger (Page 1 of 6) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Blockchains aren’t always the answer 

lockchain has been a hot topic over the past few years, with the public-facing news and hype 

being focused on the crypto market and NFTs (Non-Fungible Tokens).  Public blockchains, like 

Bitcoin, have proven utility as an alternative to traditional financial rails, but what is of interest 

to the enterprise market are private blockchains, where a blockchain network can be orchestrated 

between a known set of parties that share a business process, such as supply chain.  Blockchain, by 

definition, is a distributed computing technology.  This means all parties participating in the network 

must host infrastructure (blockchain nodes).  Commitment of transactions to the blockchain must be 

done through network consensus, such as Byzantine Fault Tolerance, but suffers from low throughput 

(eg; ~1000 TPS).  It’s also still relatively nascent, so development tools are new, languages for writing 

the business logic for the blockchain (smart contracts) are bespoke, so developing new systems built 

on blockchain are not for the faint of heart – you’re in for a journey! 

I led the Azure Blockchain Service team at Microsoft from 2018 – 2020, where we built a fully-managed 

Azure service for blockchain networks.  In my discussions with 100’s of CxO’s over that time, one thing 

I learned was enterprises may think they want a blockchain for their scenario, but upon inspection I 

found what they really wanted was the ability to establish digital trust in their existing business 

process.  What I mean by digital trust is replacing, or augmenting, existing manual processes of 

verifying data integrity with a cryptographic means of verification.  As a simple example, how can you 

ensure that a privileged user in HR IT has not maliciously changed a colleague’s salary?  While SQL 

Auditing can capture the event, what it does not capture is what the change was.  While this is a simple 

example, and one that could be easily detected and remediated, if it was a bulk transaction changing 

several rows in several tables – the forensics to detect and remediate are challenging.  If instead, we 

can make that data tamper-evident, with historical values captured and cryptographically protected, 

remediation becomes much simpler.  Employing a decentralized blockchain in this case does not make 

sense.  The system in question (HR records) is a centralized system – why introduce the overhead of a 

complex blockchain just to protect the data? 

Azure SQL Database ledger – the power of blockchain with the simplicity of 
SQL 
Azure SQL Database ledger is a new feature of Azure SQL Database that employs the cryptographic 

patterns used in blockchains to make data in tamper-evident, coupled with the ability to capture the 

B 

Azure SQL 
Database ledger 

Jason M. Anderson |      @JasonMA_MSFT  

https://twitter.com/jasonma_msft
https://twitter.com/jasonma_msft
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history of changes made along with metadata useful for forensics, such as knowing which transaction 

impacted which rows.  Let’s explore how ledger tables work and where they’re useful. 

Updatable Ledger Tables 
As the name implies, with updatable ledger tables, you can issue UPDATE and DELETE statements in 

your ledger-enabled database.  Contemplating a blockchain solution for an existing system would 

require changing your data pattern to one that is append-only – you can’t modify the immutable data 

in a blockchain.  Instead, you’d have to issue corresponding, correcting transactions in order to 

“mimic” an update.  Here’s how updatable ledger tables work. 

 

1. A transaction is submitted to the database issuing an update to an existing row, or set of rows. 

2. The previous values of the row(s) being updated are subsequently copied to a history table, 

which has the same schema as the updatable ledger table.   

• You may say, “This sounds like Temporal to me”, and you’d be right – to a point.  The 

history table leverages the temporal functionality. 

• Always generated columns are added to the updatable and history tables which track 

the ID of the transaction, the sequence of operation (we’ll show an example of this 

later). 

3. In order to view a chronicle of your data, the ledger view is created which shows the current, 

and previous values of your rows. 
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4. Data is protected through SHA 256 hashing, ultimately producing “blocks” of transactions 

which are hashed together to form a blockchain data structure. 

• Each row updated in a transaction is hashed and using a Merkle Tree to produce a 

root hash representing all rows in a transaction. 

• Each transaction in a block is hashed and using a Merkle Tree produces a root hash 

representing all transactions (and rows per the above bullet) in a block. 

• Each block is hashed using the root hash of the block, hashed with the hash of the 

previous block 

5. The hash of each block represents the state of the entire database at the point in time it was 

created.  This hash, called the database digest is pushed outside of the SQL Database to a 

trusted storage service (eg: Azure Storage Immutable Blobs, or Azure Confidential Ledger). 

6. To detect any potential tampering in the database, the 

sys.sp_verify_database_ledger stored procedure is run, which fetches the database 

digests in storage, re-calculates the hashes in the database, and compares the values.  If the 

hashes do not match, a tampering event has occurred.  

Append-Only Ledger Tables 
Append-only ledger tables provide an additional level of security, by blocking UPDATE and DELETE T-

SQL statements.  This means if a privileged user, such as a DBA, attempts to make a malicious simple 

change, the SQL Server will block the operation.  Since they only allow append-only operations, there 

is no need for a history table when using append-only ledger tables.  The cryptographic protection for 

append-only ledger tables is no different than what is described above for updatable ledger tables. 
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Data lineage and forensics 
I described above how GENERATED ALWAYS columns added to updatable and append-only ledger 

tables provide the metadata needed to understand changes made to your ledger tables.  Let’s take a 

closer look at how this would work. 

We’ll use a simple banking example, tracking the account balances of customers at a bank.  Note that 

a real schema for a banking system would be much more complicated than this, but I simplified this 

for clarity. 

We’ll create our schema, however, note the new argument LEDGER = ON.  This tells the SQL Server 

that this will be an updatable ledger table.  If I had wanted to create and append-only ledger table, I 

would have added LEDGER = ON (APPEND_ONLY = ON) instead. 

CREATE SCHEMA [Account] 

GO 

 

CREATE TABLE [Account].[Balance] 

( 

    [CustomerID] INT NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED, 

    [LastName] VARCHAR (50) NOT NULL, 

    [FirstName] VARCHAR (50) NOT NULL, 

    [Balance] DECIMAL (10,2) NOT NULL 

) 

WITH  

( 

 SYSTEM_VERSIONING = ON, 

 LEDGER = ON 

); 

GO 

 

This will not only create our updatable ledger table, but will also create the associated history table 

and ledger view, similar to the below: 

 

Now we’ll add a customer, Nick, with an opening balance of $50 to the bank’s system. 

INSERT INTO [Account].[Balance] 

VALUES (1, 'Jones', 'Nick', 50)  

 

Now let’s submit another transaction, this time adding 3 new customers, John, Joe and Mary with 

various opening balances. 

 

INSERT INTO [Account].[Balance] 

VALUES (2, 'Smith', 'John', 500), 

(3, 'Smith', 'Joe', 30), 

(4, 'Michaels', 'Mary', 200) 
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Now lastly, let’s update Nick’s balance from $50 to $100. 

 

UPDATE [Account].[Balance] SET [Balance] = 100 

WHERE [CustomerID] = 1 

 

OK, so we’ve submitted 3 transactions of adding 4 new customers to the bank and updated one 

customer’s balance.  Let’s see how this looks if we inspect the updatable ledger table, the history table 

and the ledger view. 

 

SELECT *  

      ,[ledger_start_transaction_id] 

      ,[ledger_end_transaction_id] 

      ,[ledger_start_sequence_number] 

      ,[ledger_end_sequence_number] 

FROM [Account].[Balance]  

GO 

 

SELECT * FROM Account.MSSQL_LedgerHistoryFor_46610071 

GO  

 

SELECT * FROM Account.Balance_Ledger 

ORDER BY ledger_transaction_id 

GO 

 

 

 
 
What we see here is the following: 

1. Each transaction has its own transaction ID.   

2. Since the addition of John, Joe and Mary are part of a single transaction, they have the same 

transaction ID, but the ledger_start_sequence_number indicates the order of inserts within 

the transaction. 

3. Nick’s original balance of $50 has been moved into the history table. 

4. The update of Nick’s balance to $100 is represented as a DELETE of the original value in the 

ledger view, followed by an INSERT of the updated balance. 
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The Database Ledger 
The blockchain data structure in Azure SQL Database ledger is captured in 2 new system tables, 

sys.database_ledger_transactions , which captures all transactions issued, the block they are 

sealed in, commit time, and name of the user that issued the transaction.  The table hashes are the 

root hash of the transaction as described earlier.   

sys.database_ledger_blocks captures the blocks created, their associated transaction root hash, 

the number of transactions incorporated in the block as well as the hash of the previous block 

preceding it. 

 
SELECT * FROM sys.database_ledger_transactions 
GO 
 
SELECT * FROM sys.database_ledger_blocks 
GO 

 

 

Now that we’ve talked about the core aspects of how the ledger feature works, we’ll continue next 

month and talk about database verification.  Database verification is how you detect tampering in the 

database, and there are several ways to configure and achieve this based on your preferences – so 

tune-in next month! 
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Brian Moran was much loved by the SQL Community. 
Many remember him as a very kind hearted person, 

always willing to help. The loss can feel immeasurable to 
the SQL community, but so can the love that’s left 

behind. Our thoughts are with his family and, we hope 
they get the strength to cope with the loss. 

In Memory of Brian Moran. 

https://sqlmemorialstorage.z22.web.core.windows.net/memorial/2021/07/08/brianmoran.html
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ometimes when we work with our data in T-SQL, we want to use advanced string matching. This 

is an area where T-SQL offers very rudimentary support, and if you have been working with 

regular expressions in other environments – Unix, Perl, C#, your text editor or even SSMS – you 

soon feel longing for having access to regexps in T-SQL as well. This is particularly pronounced when 

you want to make replacement operations, since the replace function only works with fixed strings. 

Ever since the SQLCLR was introduced in SQL 2005, one option has been to use the Regex class in the 

System.Text.RegularExpressions namespace. Unfortunately, using the CLR comes with quite a bit of 

red tape, not the least in recent versions of SQL Server, where all CLR modules by default requires 

blessing from the DBA. You also need to handle extra deployment steps for the CLR assemblies. If you 

are already using the CLR in your database, you are likely to already have the procedures in place to 

handle all that jazz, but if not, you may sense the hurdle to be unsurmountable. 

Thankfully, there exists an alternative. In SQL 2016, Microsoft introduced the ability to run scripts in 

an external language with the system procedure sp_execute_external_script. While this procedure is 

presented under the moniker Machine Learning Services, it is a general feature that can be used for 

many programming tasks you want to perform from inside SQL Server, but where T-SQL is lacking in 

capability. For instance, to use the power of regular expressions. With Machine Learning Services there 

is no need for extra modules, but you put your external script as a string literal in your T-SQL code, 

making it a lot easier to use. 

As of SQL 2019, Microsoft supplies support for three external languages: R (a specialised statistics 

language), Python and Java. We will work with Python, which is supported from SQL 2017 and on. 

(Beware that if you are using Azure SQL Database, it has no support for running external scripts at all. 

Or using the CLR for that matter.) 

To be able to use Python in your SQL scripts, there conditions must be fulfilled: 

1. The support for Python must be installed. 
2. The server configuration option external scripts enabled must be set to 1. 
3. The user must have the database permission EXECUTE ANY EXTERNAL SCRIPT. 

 

When it comes to the first point: Machine Learning Services is optional when you install SQL Server, 

and you can also select which languages to install, as seen in this screenshot from the Setup Wizard: 

S 
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In this particular example, I am about to add Python support to an existing instance of SQL 2019. 

I would recommend that you always install support for at least one language, even if you have no 

interest in machine learning, because this gives you a tool that makes your SQL Server installation 

more powerful. As for which language to select, that is a matter of preference.  

When it comes to the second step, enabling the server configuration option, I need to add a word of 

caution for the server-level DBA. All these languages support reading and writing files from and to the 

file system, and this can potentially be a security risk. Now, Microsoft has taken some mitigating 

actions here. External scripts do not run in the same process as SQL Server itself, but in a so-called 

Launchpad process with limited permissions. Nevertheless, you should be careful if you server is 

sensitive, and not the least if there are persons who have elevated permissions on database level, for 

instance members of db_owner and thereby implicitly have permissions to run external scripts. For 

more details on security for Machine Learning Services, see the Docs topic Security architecture for 

the extensibility framework in SQL Server Machine Learning Services. 

When it comes to the last point, the database-level permission I will return to that at the end. For 

now, I will assume that you are master in your own house, that is you are sysadmin or your own server, 

so that you can run the demos. 

Now, after all these proceedings, let’s look at some examples. Here is a test table with some data: 

 

CREATE TABLE Playdata (id   int            NOT NULL, 

                       txt  nvarchar(200)  NULL, 

     CONSTRAINT pk_Playdata PRIMARY KEY (id) 

)  

INSERT Playdata(id, txt) 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/machine-learning/concepts/security?view=sql-server-ver15
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/machine-learning/concepts/security?view=sql-server-ver15
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   VALUES (1, N'This is a text with a number 70491spliced in.'), 

          (2, N'This text has 8908 many numbers656in it 988.'), 

          (3, N'And it is on7777ly getting worse.'), 

          (4, N'951357'), 

          (5, N'There are no numbers at all in this text.'), 

          (6, N'(503) 555-7555')  

 

Say that we want to delete all characters that are not digits. As for why we want to it, the last line 

gives an example: it could be phone numbers. Here is a full script for the task: 

 

DECLARE @python_script nvarchar(MAX) = N' 

import re, pandas 

Data["txt"] = pandas.Series( 

    [re.sub(r"[^0-9]", r"", str) for str in Data["txt"]]) 

'  

DROP TABLE IF EXISTS #result 

CREATE TABLE #result(id   int           NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY, 

                     txt  nvarchar(200) NULL) 

INSERT #result (id, txt) 

   EXEC sp_execute_external_script @language = N'Python',  

        @input_data_1 = N'SELECT id, txt FROM Playdata',  

        @input_data_1_name = N'Data', 

        @output_data_1_name = N'Data', 

        @script = @python_script 

 

UPDATE Playdata 

SET    txt = r.txt 

FROM   Playdata P 

JOIN   #result r ON P.id = r.id 

WHERE  isnull(P.txt, '') <> isnull(r.txt, '') 

 

SELECT id, txt FROM Playdata 

 

The Python script is on top of the T-SQL script, but let’s look at the rest first. 
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sp_execute_external_script receives an input data set, and returns a result set. Since the Python script 

runs in a separate process you cannot (easily) update the source data from the Python script. Instead, 

we capture the result set with INSERT-EXEC and perform an UPDATE of the Playdata table after the 

call to sp_execute_external_script. 

sp_execute_external_script takes a number of parameters. The first, @language, specifies the 

language of the script. @input_data_1 specifies the input data set, and you always do this through a 

T-SQL query. The parameter @input_data_1_name specifies the name of the Python variable to hold 

the input data set, and @output_data_1_name specifies the name for the Python variable that will 

hold the output result set from the script. In our case, we want to traverse a data set and potentially 

modify all rows in it, so it seems natural to use the same variable for input and output.  

Let’s now turn to the Python script itself. Aesthetically oriented readers might think that it would be 

prettier if the Python code was intended to distinguish it from the surrounding T-SQL, but Python is a 

quite a special language in this regard: In Python indentation is syntactically significant, so statements 

must start in the first column on the outermost level. 

The script only has two statements. The first statement is this line: 

import re, pandas 

This line imports the two packages that we need. re is the package for regular expressions, whereas 

pandas is a package you always need to import in Python scripts you call from SQL Server. The data 

type of the Data variable is pandas.DataFrame. 

The second statement is split up over two lines and this is where all the action is. (Note that the normal 

way of splitting up a statement over several lines in Python is to put the line break somewhere in an 

open parenthesis.) There seem to be a lot here, but the good news is that you don’t need to 

understand all. To start to the left, we seem to be assigning something to Data["txt"].  Data is indeed 

the name we specified in the parameters @input_data_1_name and @output_data_1_name, and 

txt is the column from our Playdata table, our input data set. 

There is no need to concern us about what pandas.Series does. Suffice to say that it performs some 

magic that permits us to update the txt column in the Data variable. The argument to pandas.Series 

is a list comprehension, as it is known as in Python. All you need to know is that it will traverse all rows 

in Data and put the value of the column txt in the local variable str and then call re.sub for each row, 

and that brings to the heart of the matter, to wit, the actual string substitution: 

re.sub(r"[^0-9]", r"", str)  

The first argument is what we are looking for. In this example, it is a very simple regular expression 

which says “exactly one character that is not a digit 0 to 9”. You may notice that this is exactly the 

same meaning as with LIKE in T-SQL. The second parameter is the text to replace the match, and this 

case we just want to remove the matching character, so we pass the empty string. Observe that both 

string literals are preceded by r to signify what Python calls a raw string. In this example it is of no 

importance, but it will be in the next, and you should always put this r before the string literals you 

pass to re.sub. 
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Here is the output from the script: 

 

You may note that for row 5 where there are no digits at all in the text, we get back NULL rather than 

the empty string. 

Let’s look at a second example, working with the same data. This time want to insert spaces around 

numbers that are in the middle of a word. This is how the Python script looks this time: 

DECLARE @python_script nvarchar(MAX) =  N' 

import re, pandas 

Data["txt"] = pandas.Series( 

    [re.sub(r"([a-z])(\d+)([a-z])", r"\1 \2 \3", str) for str in Data["txt"]]) 

' 

And if you look closely, the only thing that has changed is the call to re.sub:  

re.sub(r"([a-z])(\d+)([a-z])", r"\1 \2 \3", str) 

 

This time, the search pattern is more complex. We will ignore the parentheses for the time being to 

come back to them later. The first component is [a-z], which matches one single lowercase character 

in the range a to z. (Again, reminiscent of what we have in T-SQL.) Next is \d. This is a short form for 

[0-9], that is it matches one single digit. Next comes the plus, +, which means “previous regular 

expression one or more times”. That is, the pattern \d+ matches any sequences of digits – something 

you cannot express in T-SQL at all. Thus, meaning of the full search pattern to re.sub is “starts with 

one lowercase character, followed by one or more digits and ends with another lowercase character”. 

What about all these parentheses? Parentheses in regular expression can, as elsewhere in computing, 

be used to override precedence order, but they also serve to define groups which you can refer to 

with \1 for the first group, \2 for the second group and so on. We use these groups in the replacement 

string. More precisely, \1 refers back to that first matching lowercase character, \2 to the sequence 

of digits and \3 to the final lowercase character in the match. 

This is where this r starts to matter. Without it, Python would make its own interpretation of those 

backslashes, and you would not get the expected result. And backslashes are very common with 

regular expressions. Whence the recommendation to always mark your arguments to re.sub as raw 

with r. 
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This is the output from the script: 

 
 

Probably, we would like to have a space after 70491 in the first row as well, but I wanted to keep the 

example decently simple. As they say, an exercise left to the reader. 

For the last example, we are going to work with this table: 

 

CREATE TABLE Names (id       int           NOT NULL,  

                    fullname nvarchar(100) NOT NULL, 

                    CONSTRAINT pk_Names PRIMARY KEY (id) 

) 

INSERT INTO Names (id, fullname)  

   VALUES (1, 'Big Business Inc.'), 

          (2, 'Mary Jones Sr.'), 

          (3, 'English Drinks Ltd'), 

          (4, 'Frank Hinc'), 

          (5, 'Dr. Michael Keen'), 

          (6, 'Mr. John King Sr.')  

 

What we want to do is to remove titles and suffixes, including the periods, to get only the core names. 

To this end, we have a table with the strings to remove: 

 

CREATE TABLE Titles (title nvarchar(50) NOT NULL  

           CONSTRAINT pk_Titles PRIMARY KEY(title) 

) 

INSERT INTO Titles (title) 

VALUES ('inc'), ('ltd'), ('Mr'), ('Dr'), ('Sr') 
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What is different this time is that the input pattern will come from our Titles table Also, this time we 

will not bother about updating the source table, but we will return a result set with the simplified 

names. Here is the full script: 

 
DECLARE @pattern nvarchar(MAX) 

SELECT @pattern = string_agg('(\s*\b' + title + '\b\.*\s*)', '|')  

FROM   Titles 

SELECT @pattern 

DECLARE @python_script nvarchar(MAX) = N' 

import re, pandas 

Data["fullname"] = pandas.Series( 

    [re.sub(Pattern, r"", str, flags=re.IGNORECASE)  

        for str in Data["fullname"]]) 

' 

EXEC sp_execute_external_script @language = N'Python',  

     @input_data_1 = N'SELECT id, fullname FROM Names',  

     @input_data_1_name = N'Data', 

     @output_data_1_name = N'Data', 

     @script = @python_script, 

     @params = N'@Pattern nvarchar(MAX)', 

     @Pattern = @pattern 

WITH RESULT SETS ((id        int           NOT NULL, 

                   fullname  nvarchar(100) NOT NULL)) 

 

Let’s start from the bottom and work our way upwards. Because this time we are returning data, we 

add the clause WITH RESULT SETS to the call to sp_execute_external_script, in order to name our 

columns. Without this clause, the return columns would be nameless. The clause also serves as an 

assertion that the result set has the shape we intend it to have. 

The call to sp_execute_external_script this time has two more parameters. The @params parameter 

specifies parameters to pass to the script with name and type. If you have used sp_executesql, you 

may recognise this pattern. @Pattern is exactly that parameter we defined inside @params. Observe 

that even though we are using named parameters throughout, @params must come last of all the 

fixed parameters to sp_execute_external_script, and the parameters defined inside @params must 

follow @params.  

The Python script follows the same pattern as before, but rather than passing a string literal for the 

search pattern, we pass the variable Pattern, which we have populated in the T-SQL script. As in the 

first example, the replacement string is the empty string. We also pass a flag to re.sub to state that 

we want case-insensitive matching.  
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Finally, on the top of the script we build the search pattern with help of the string_agg function, and 

there is also a SELECT to show the resulting pattern, here split up over multiple lines to fit the page 

width: 

(\s*\bDr\b\.*\s*)|(\s*\binc\b\.*\s*)|(\s*\bltd\b\.*\s*)| 

(\s*\bMr\b\.*\s*)|(\s*\bSr\b\.*\s*) 

I will only point out the essentials, and leave the full interpretation of the regexp to the reader. 

\s stands for any white space. * means “previous regular expression zero or more times. \b stands for 

word break, that is, transition from non-alphanumeric character to alphanumeric or vice versa. The \b 

is needed so that we don’t get a match in Drinks or Hinc. \. stands for the dot itself. The backslash is 

needed as an escape, since a dot on its own in a regular expression means “any character”. (Generally, 

in regular expressions, you should always escape punctuation characters, because even if they have 

no meaning today, they may acquire one in the future.) Finally, the bar | stands for alternate. That is, 

the pattern A|Z matches A or Z. 

This is the output from the script: 

 

Before I draw this to a close, I would like to make two more remarks to compare this approach with 

using the CLR. The first is about performance. If you ran the examples, you may have noticed that 

there sometimes was a noticeable delay. This is due to the time to start up the launchpad process. For 

this reason, the approach with an external script is less preferrable than a CLR solution if you run 

replacement operations on a smaller number of rows and you want immediate response. But if you 

are running a data-cleansing task over megabytes of data, this start-up time is not likely to be a 

concern to you. 

The second remark is about the permission EXECUTE ANY EXTERNAL SCRIPT. If you are the DBA who 

yourself are running a data clean-up task, or you work in a staging database with full permissions, this 

permission is of no concern. But if you put this into application code, you would have to arrange so 

that users get this permission, which your DBA may or may not agree to. Here is an advantage for the 

CLR: while there is work get the assembly loaded and trusted on the server, users need no particular 

permission to run a CLR function or a CLR stored procedure. However, this permission issue is not a 

total roadblock for external scripts. To wit, it is possible to package a permission inside a stored 

procedure, and this is something I hope discuss in my tip in the next issue of the SQLServerGeeks 

Magazine. 

Finally, some links for further reading:  

- From the SQL Docs: Quickstart: Run simple Python scripts with SQL machine learning followed by 
the section Quickstart: Data structures and objects using Python with SQL machine learning.  

- From the Python docs: re — Regular expression operations, the reference page for the re module. 

And for the truly curious who want to understand everything, from the pandas documentation: Intro 

to data structures. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/machine-learning/tutorials/quickstart-python-create-script?view=sql-server-ver15
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sql/machine-learning/tutorials/quickstart-python-data-structures?view=sql-server-ver15
https://docs.python.org/3/library/re.html#module-re
https://docs.python.org/3/library/re.html#module-re
https://pandas.pydata.org/pandas-docs/stable/user_guide/dsintro.html#intro-to-data-structures
https://pandas.pydata.org/pandas-docs/stable/user_guide/dsintro.html#intro-to-data-structures
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What is data modernization and why Cloud is a means? 
ata modernization is a process of moving siloed data from legacy databases and stores to 

modern cloud-based databases or lakes. 

In this digital world, the large amounts data is being generated every nano second, from 

countless sources and devices, at the same time these devices also leverage data insights and deliver 

advanced scenarios to customers.  The data growth even accelerated exponentially in COVID era as 

several business fully moved to online.  This has been increasingly challenging for organizations 

maintain, process huge amounts of these data, derive business insights and run predictive analysis for 

decision making. 

While storage is an issue, but organizations also struggling to process wide variety of data formats, 

structured, semi/unstructured data and derive insights. 

All this is driving the CIOs and CTOs to modernize their organizations overall data story, while 

modernizations can happen on-prem, but also requires developing scalable, flexible, highly available 

data stack, modernizing the existing data centers and dealing yet with complex integrations.  That’s 

where customers are looking after Cloud to modernize their data assets and leverage built-in, readily 

available cloud native services to render modern customer experiences, generate business insights 

aiding decision making process. 

Achieving the data modernization by means of cloud, provide capacity, elasticity, scalability, access to 

more advanced services like machine learning and AI.  Cloud also provides advanced integration 

services, high performance, and fully automated pipelines. To the end several studies show cloud 

offers overall reduction in Total cost of ownership (TCO). 

Migration /Modernization Journey: 
There are few challenges in migrating and modernization data to cloud requires careful consideration 

and effective mitigation plans.  Understanding the phases, approaches in migration journey and 

leveraging various resources are the key step forward. Rest of the article dive into phases and provide 

guidance navigating through it. 

1. Application portfolio assessment 
This step helps to assess your applications and data determines the readiness of the 

modernization of your organization workloads.  The outcome of this exercise helps you setup 

a roadmap for your cloud migrations and modernizations, the specific migration strategy 

D 

SQL Server Estate 
Migrations 

Raj Pochiraju |     @raj-pochiraju 

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/guidance-for-enterprises-looking-to-take-their-application-portfolio-to-the-cloud/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cloud-adoption-framework/digital-estate/5-rs-of-rationalization
https://www.linkedin.com/in/raj-pochiraju/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/raj-pochiraju/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/raj-pochiraju/
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(5Rs), categorize the applications that continue to stay on-premises, applications lift and 

shifted, applications require re-factoring and re-architect, start leveraging PaaS and container 

services and applications that may have to re-build. 

 

2. Discover and assess your apps, databases, and infrastructure 
The next step is to discovery the servers, infrastructure and databases hosting your 

applications and workloads, find the relative dependencies and assess for cloud readiness.  

You also determine the respective cloud deployment options, the right SKUs fit your 

workloads and architect how each of the key services land on the cloud. 

Azure Migrate documentation | Microsoft Docs 

Discover servers running in a VMware environment with Azure Migrate Discovery and 

assessment - Azure Migrate | Microsoft Docs 

Tutorial to assess SQL instances for migration to Azure SQL Managed Instance and Azure SQL 

Database - Azure Migrate | Microsoft Docs 

 

3. Calculate Total cost of ownership (TCO) to make a business case for 
migration 
A business case provides a view of the technical and financial timeline of your environment 

and can represent the opportunities for reinvestment into further modernization. 

The key components of the business case to consider below: 

1. Cost to run today:  How much it costs running my environment today, servers, software 

licenses, data center operations, next hardware refresh etc. 

2. Projection of future on-prem costs if not migrated to cloud:  Forecast for next few years 

running and expanding on-prem. 

3. On-prem costs in Azure scenario:  What will be on-prem costs remaining when you 

migrate to cloud in an Azure scenario. 

4. Migration costs and Azure costs:  Project the migration timelines and Azure costs 

(optimized) for a given environment. 

 

You can take your Azure view and compare it to your on-premises or status quo scenario with 

no migration so you can assess the benefit of migrating to the cloud. 

 

Discover, assess SQL Server data estate migrating to Azure SQL and get monthly estimates. 

Create a business case - Cloud Adoption Framework | Microsoft Docs 

Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) Calculator | Microsoft Azure 

 

4. Setting up the cloud landing zone 

Cloud environment that comply with organizations, security and privacy policies.  An 

environment that adheres to best practices and guidelines.  “Cloud Adoption Framework for 

Azure” is proven guidance that's designed to help you create and implement the business and 

technology strategies necessary for your organization to succeed in the cloud. 

 

5. Migrate 
Once the migration planning, strategies and timelines are determined, next logical step is to 

start migrating your workloads to Azure.  The typical migration activities include below.  For 

each of the below, customers begin with a POC migration, get familiar with the migration 

methods and tools before setting up production migrations. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cloud-adoption-framework/digital-estate/5-rs-of-rationalization
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/migrate/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/migrate/tutorial-discover-vmware
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/migrate/tutorial-discover-vmware
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/migrate/tutorial-assess-sql
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/migrate/tutorial-assess-sql
https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/azure-migration/discover-and-assess-sql-server-deployments-for-migration-to/ba-p/2365162
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cloud-adoption-framework/strategy/cloud-migration-business-case
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/tco/calculator/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cloud-adoption-framework/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/cloud-adoption-framework/overview
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Rehost an application on Azure VMs by using Azure Migrate - Cloud Adoption Framework | 

Microsoft Docs 

Migrate your SQL Server, Oracle, DB2 estate to Azure SQL. 

Rehost an application by migrating it to Azure VMs and SQL Server Always On availability 

groups - Cloud Adoption Framework | Microsoft Docs 

 

6. Post Migration 
Once you migrate to Azure, leverage Azure services that help you to monitor, manage and 

optimize further. 

Manage after migration - Azure SQL Database | Microsoft Docs 
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artitioning is the database process where large tables are divided into multiple smaller 

partitions. The main objective of the partitioning is to aid in the maintenance of huge tables 

and to reduce the overall response time to load bulk data into tables. Partitioning a table helps 

improving read query performance, however not all read queries may are optimized. This lab is divided 

into three exercises. In the first exercise, we will learn about creating partition. In the second exercise 

we will learn about managing partitions and in the third exercise, we’ll talk about scenarios where 

partitioning is helpful in optimizing read queries. Download Scripts 

Exercise 1: Creating Partition 
In this exercise, we will learn to partition a table using partition function and partition scheme. 

Tasks Detailed Steps 

 
Launch SQL Server 
Management Studio 

 

1. Click Start | All Programs | SQL Server 2012 | SQL Server 
Management Studio 

2. In the Connect to Server dialog box, click Connect   
 

 
Open 
1_CreatingPartition.sql 
 

 

1. Click File | Open | File or press (Ctrl + O) 

2. In Open File dialogue box, navigate to Partitioning in SQL 
Server\scripts folder 

3. Select 1_CreatingPartition.sql and click Open 
 

 
CREATE Filegroups 

 

A filegroup is a logical storage unit. Every database has a primary 
filegroup that contains the primary data file (.mdf). and one or more 
secondary file groups that contain secondary files (.ndf). User-defined 
Filegroups can be created to group the data files for administration, data 
allocation and data placements purpose. 

 

Execute the following statement(s) to create the Filegroups 
 

P 

Partitioning in 
SQL Server 

 SQLMaestros Hands-On-Labs |     @SQLMaestros 

https://www.sqlmaestros.com/resources/Partitioning_In_SQL_Server_Scripts.zip
https://sqlmaestros.com/hands-on-labs/
https://twitter.com/SQLMaestros
https://twitter.com/SQLMaestros
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--Step 1: Execute the following statement(s)  
USE AdventureWorks2014 
GO 
ALTER DATABASE AdventureWorks2014 
ADD FILEGROUP SalesOrders1; 
GO 
ALTER DATABASE AdventureWorks2014 
ADD FILEGROUP SalesOrders2; 
GO 
 
 
ALTER DATABASE AdventureWorks2014 
ADD FILEGROUP SalesOrders3; 
GO 
ALTER DATABASE AdventureWorks2014 
ADD FILEGROUP SalesOrders4; 
GO 

 
Explanation: The above query creates SalesOrders1, SalesOrders2 and 
SalesOrders3 Filegroups within Adventureworks2014 database. 
 

 
Execute the 
statement(s) 

 
Execute the following statement(s) to view the all the Filegroups in the 
AdventureWorks2014 database 
 
--Step 2: Execute the following statement(s) 
SELECT Name AS [Filegroups IN AdventureWorks2014] 
FROM sys.filegroups 
WHERE type = 'FG' 
 

 
 

 
Add files to 
corresponding 
filegroups 

 
A Database in SQL Server has three types of files, Data Files - Primary 
Files and Secondary Files and Log Files. 

 

Primary files and log files are created when a database is created. 
Secondary files are created by the user, also known as user-defined files. 
Secondary files are most useful while creating partitions to hold the 
data. The Microsoft recommended extension for secondary files is .ndf.  
 
Execute the following statement(s) to add one file to each filegroup 
-- Step 3: Execute the following statement(s) to add one 
file for each filegroup. 
ALTER DATABASE AdventureWorks2014  
ADD FILE  
(NAME = SalesOrders1, 
FILENAME = 'C:\Partitioning in SQL 
Server\SalesOrders1.ndf', SIZE = 5MB, MAXSIZE = 100MB, 
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FILEGROWTH = 5MB) TO FILEGROUP SalesOrders1; 
ALTER DATABASE AdventureWorks2014   
ADD FILE  
(NAME = SalesOrders2, 
FILENAME = 'C:\Partitioning in SQL 
Server\SalesOrders2.ndf', SIZE = 5MB, MAXSIZE = 100MB, 
FILEGROWTH = 5MB) TO FILEGROUP SalesOrders2; 
GO 
ALTER DATABASE AdventureWorks2014   
ADD FILE  
(NAME = SalesOrders3, 
FILENAME = 'C:\Partitioning in SQL 
Server\SalesOrders3.ndf', SIZE = 5MB, 
MAXSIZE = 100MB, FILEGROWTH = 5MB) TO FILEGROUP 
SalesOrders3; 
GO 

 

 
CREATE a partition 
function 

 
Partition function creates the horizontal partitions based on the based 
on the values of the partition key column.  
 
--Step 4: Execute the following statement(s) to create 
partition function 
IF EXISTS (SELECT * FROM sys.partition_functions WHERE   
name = 'PF_SalesOrders') 
    DROP PARTITION FUNCTION PF_SalesOrders;   
GO  
CREATE PARTITION FUNCTION PF_SalesOrders (INT) 
AS RANGE LEFT FOR VALUES (2011, 2013);  
GO 
  

Explanation: The above query creates the partition function 
‘PF_SalesOrders’ with INT datatype. The function creates three 
partitions. The RANGE LEFT and RANGE RIGHT are explained later in the 
lab.  
 
CREATE PARTITION FUNCTION comprises of three arguments: 
 

1. Partition Function Name: It is the name of the partition 
function. Partition function name is unique within the 
database 

2. Input Parameter type: It represent the datatype of the column 
that is going to be used in the partitioning, all the datatypes 
except text, ntext, image, XML, varbinary, varchar, nvarchar, 
timestamp and CLR user-defined data types 

3. Boundary Value: It specifies the boundary values for the 
partitions. If boundary values are not specified, the partition 
function maps the whole table into a single partition. 
RIGHT/LEFT specifies that, to which side of each boundary 
interval belongs. LEFT is the default if the side is not mentioned. 
LEFT means less than or equals to boundary values and RIGHT 
means less than boundary values 

 
Execute the following statement(s) to view all the partition functions in 
the AdventureWorks2014 database 
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--Step 5: Execute the following statement(s) to view all 
partition functions in the database 
SELECT * FROM Sys.partition_functions 
 

 
 
Explanation: sys.partition_functions DMV is used to view the details 
of partition functions in the current database. 
 

 
Create the Partition 
Scheme 

 
Partition Scheme maps the partitions created by the partition to one or 
more filegroups. 
 
--Step 6: Execute the following statement(s) to create 
partition scheme  
IF EXISTS (SELECT * FROM sys.partition_schemes WHERE   
name = 'PS_SalesOrders ') 
    DROP PARTITION SCHEME PS_SalesOrders;   
GO  
 
 
CREATE PARTITION SCHEME PS_SalesOrders 
AS PARTITION PF_SalesOrders 
TO (SalesOrders1, SalesOrders2, SalesOrders3, 
SalesOrders4); 
GO 
  

Explanation: The above query creates the PS_SalesOrders partition 
scheme that maps all the partitions to the corresponding filegroup. Each 
of the partition created by the partition function will reside in separate 
filegroups which are SalesOrders1, SalesOrders2, SalesOrders3 and 
SalesOrders4.  
 
 CREATE PARTITION SCHEME primarily expects following arguments: 

• Partition Scheme Name: It is the name of the partition scheme. 
Partition scheme name is unique within the database. 

• Partition Function Name: It is the name of partition function 
using the partition scheme. The partitions created using the 
partition function are mapped to the filegroups specified in the 
partition scheme. 

• Filegroup Name: It is the name of the filegroup that holds the 
partitions specified by Partition function. The filegroup 
mentioned in the partition scheme must already exist in the 
database. 

• “ALL” Specifies that all partitions map to the filegroup 
provided. If ALL is specified, only one filegroup can be used. 

 
Execute the following statement(s) to view all partition schemes 
in the AdventureWorks2014 database 
 
--Step 7: Execute the following statement(s)  
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SELECT * FROM sys.partition_schemes 

 

 
 
Explanation: sys.partition_schemes DMV is used to view the details of 
partition schemes in the current database. 
 

 
CREATE a partitioned 
table 

 
Execute the following statement(s) to create a new partitioned table 
 
--Step 8: Execute the following statement(s) to create 
the Partitioned table 
CREATE TABLE Orders  
( 
 Orderid INT, 
 Productid INT, 
 quantity INT, 
 orderdate DATETIME, 
 orderyear AS YEAR(orderdate) PERSISTED, -- 
Partition can only be created on persisted computed 
column 
 PRIMARY KEY(orderid,orderyear) -- partition key 
should be part of the primary key 
) ON PS_SalesOrders(orderyear) 
GO  
 

Explanation: The above query creates a partitioned table Orders. 
Observe that the table is created on the partition scheme created in step 
6. Therefore, the table will be partitioned based on the orderyear 
column values, into three different partitions stored in three different 
filegroups.  
 

 
INSERT records into the 
partitioned table 

 
Execute the following statement(s) to insert the records into the 
partitioned table 
 
--Step 9: Execute the following statement(s) to insert 
records into the partitioned table  
INSERT INTO Orders  
SELECT salesorderid,1,2,OrderDate FROM 
Sales.SalesOrderHeader 
 

 
View partition details 

 
Execute the following statement(s) to view partition details 
 
--Step 10: Execute the following statement(s) to view the 
partition details 
SELECT partition_id, 
       OBJECT_NAME(object_id) AS Tablename, 
       partition_number, row_count 
FROM   sys.dm_db_partition_stats 
WHERE  object_id = OBJECT_ID('Orders');   
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Observation: From the output, observe that the table is divided into 
three partitions. The row_count column represents number of records 
in each partition. Remember from step 4, the partition function is a 
RANGE LEFT function with 2011 and 2013 as the boundary values.  
 
Execute the following query to get order count per year. This will help 
in understanding the RANGE LEFT and RANGE RIGHT concept. 
 
--Step 11: Execute the following statement(s) to get 
order count per year 
SELECT  YEAR(OrderDate) AS [Year], 
        COUNT(*) AS Orders 
FROM    Sales.SalesOrderHeader 
GROUP BY YEAR(OrderDate) 
ORDER BY YEAR(OrderDate); 

  
In RANGE LEFT partition, the boundary value specifies the upper 
boundary of the partition. Therefore, the  

• First partition contains the sales made before in or before 2011. 
The total number of records are 1607 

• Second partition contains the sales made in between 2012 and 
2013. The total number of records are 18097 

• Third partition contains the sales order details that occurred 
after the year 2013. The total number of records are 11761 

 
If RANGE RIGHT is used instead of RANGE LEFT while creating the 
partition function, the syntax will be  
 
CREATE PARTITION FUNCTION PF_SalesOrders (INT) 
AS RANGE RIGHT FOR VALUES (2011, 2013);  
GO 
 
 
 
 

If we create the partition function with RANGE RIGHT, the rows will be 
divided as shown below 
 

 
 
In RANGE RIGHT partition, the boundary value specifies the lower 
boundary of the partition. Therefore, the 
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• First partition contains sales made before the year 2011, 
excluding 2011. The total records are zero. 

• Second partition contains sales made in year 2011 and 2013, 
excluding 2013. The total records are 5522. 

• Third partition contains sales order details after the year 2013. 
The total number of records are 25943. 

 

 
Close all the query 
windows 
 

 

Close all the query windows ( ) and if SSMS asks to save changes, 
click NO 

 

Summary 
In this exercise, we have learned: 

• To create a partition scheme and partition function 

• To Partition a new table 

• RANGE LEFT and RANGE RIGHT partition boundaries 

 

 

Exercise 2: Optimizing query performance using partitioning 
Scenario 
Partitioning a table may or may not improve the select query performance. In this exercise, we’ll 

learn how to affectively use partitioning to improve select query performance. 

Tasks Detailed Steps 

 
Open 
2_Optimize_Query_per
formance_partition.sql 
 

 

1. Click File | Open | File or press (Ctrl + O) 
2. In Open File dialogue box, navigate to Partitioning in SQL 

Server\Scripts folder 
3. Select 2_Optimize_Query_performance_partition.sql and click 

Open 
 

 
Create a table 

 
Execute the following statement(s) to create a single partition or non-
partitioned table. The structure is similar to the that of the partitioned 
table Orders created in exercise 1. 
 
--Step 1: Execute the following statement(s)  
USE AdventureWorks2014; 
GO 
CREATE TABLE Orders_Unpartitioned 
    ( 
      Orderid INT,Productid INT, quantity INT,orderdate 
DATETIME,orderyear AS YEAR(orderdate) 
    );  
GO  
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Insert records into a 
table 

 
Execute the following statement(s) to insert records into 
Orders_Unpartitioned table from Sales.SalesOrderHeader table 

 
--Step 2: Execute the following statement(s) 
INSERT INTO dbo.Orders_Unpartitioned 
        SELECT SalesOrderID,1,2, OrderDate 
        FROM    Sales.SalesOrderHeader; 

 
Create clustered index 

 
Execute the following statement(s) to create clustered index on 
Orders_Unpartitioned table 
 
--Step 3: Execute the following statement(s)  
CREATE UNIQUE CLUSTERED INDEX ix_order_unpart ON 
dbo.Orders_Unpartitioned(Orderid,orderyear) 
 

Explanation: The above query creates a unique clustered index on 
Orders_Unpartitioned table on Orderid and Orderyear columns. This 
makes the structures of Orders table and Orders_Unpartitioned table 
identical. 
 

 
Clean buffers 

 
Execute the following statement(s) 
 
--Step 4: Execute the following statement(s)  
SET STATISTICS IO ON; 
GO 
DBCC FREEPROCCACHE; 
GO 
DBCC DROPCLEANBUFFERS; 
GO 

 

 
View execution plan 

 

1. Turn on actual execution plan. Either press Ctrl + M or use the 

SQL Editor toolbar ( ) 
2. Execute the following statement(s) and observe the execution 

plan  

--Step 5: Execute the following statement(s)  
SELECT Orderid, Productid, quantity, orderdate, orderyear 
FROM   dbo.Orders_Unpartitioned 
WHERE orderyear=2011 
GO 
SELECT Orderid, Productid, quantity, orderdate, orderyear 
FROM   dbo.Orders 
WHERE orderyear=2011 
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Explanation: The two SELECT queries return same number of records. 
Observe that the query is filtering on the partitioned key column. 
However, if we check the IOs, the query on non-partitioned table 
performs 131 logical reads as compared to 9 logical reads on the 
partitioned table. This is because for partitioned table, partition 1 is 
scanned which contains only 1607 records. Whereas, for the non-
partitioned table, the full clustered index scan in performed which 
contains 31943 records.  
 
Comparing the execution plan, we can confirm that the query 1 on non-
partitioned table takes 84% of the batch cost compared to only 16% of 
the query on partitioned table.  
 

 
Clean buffers 

 

Execute the following statement(s) to clean buffers and PROC cache 
 
--Step 6: Execute the following statement(s)  
DBCC FREEPROCCACHE; 
GO 
DBCC DROPCLEANBUFFERS; 
GO 

 
Warning: Do not run the above commands in production environment. 
 

 
View execution plan 

 
1. Turn on actual execution plan. Either press Ctrl + M or use the 

SQL Editor toolbar ( ) 
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2. Execute the following statement(s) which performs 

aggregations and observe the execution plan  

--Step 7: Execute the following statement(s)  
SELECT orderyear, 
       SUM(quantity) AS TotalQuantity 
FROM    dbo.Orders_Unpartitioned 
GROUP BY orderyear; 
GO 
SELECT orderyear, 
       SUM(quantity) AS TotalQuantity 
FROM    dbo.Orders 
GROUP BY orderyear; 

 

 
 

 
 
Explanation: The two queries return same number of records. Observer 
that the query is aggregating data across the table without any filter 
criteria. If we check the IOs, they are almost similar, however the 
execution plan comparison tells that the query 1 on non-partitioned 
table is little bit slower than the query 2, on the partitioned table. 
 
Recall from the first exercise that the orders table has three partitions. 
All the three partitions are on same disk. To get better performance for 
such queries, it’s good idea to distribute the partitions on separate disks. 
For example, partition 1 on disk 1, partition 2 on disk 2 and partition 3 
on disk 3.  
 

 
Clean buffers 

 

Execute the following statement(s) to clean buffers and PROC cache 
 
--Step 8: Execute the following statement(s)  
DBCC FREEPROCCACHE; 
GO 
DBCC DROPCLEANBUFFERS; 
GO 
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View execution plan 

 

1. Turn on actual execution plan. Either press Ctrl + M or use the 

SQL Editor toolbar ( ) 
2. Execute the following statement(s) which searches on 

unpartitioned column and observe the execution plan  

 
--Step 9: Execute the following statement(s)  
SELECT Orderid, Productid, quantity, orderdate 
FROM dbo.Orders_unpartitioned 
WHERE Quantity=2 
GO 
SELECT Orderid, Productid, quantity, orderdate 
FROM dbo.Orders 
WHERE Quantity =2 
 

 
 

 
 
Explanation: The two queries return same number of records. Observer 
that the query is filtering on quantity column and not the orderyear 
column, the partition key column. Therefore, the two queries perform a 
clustered index scan and the logical reads are nearly same for both 
queries. As per the execution plan comparison, the two queries will have 
similar performance. 
 
Therefore, partitioning will only speed up the queries which filter on the 
partition key column. The performance improvement on queries not 
filtering on the partition key, may or may not be significant.  
 

 
Additional performance 
observations 

 
Create a non-clustered index on the Orders table and 
Orders_Unpartitioned table as shown below and compare the 
performance as in above steps. What do you observe? 
 
--Step 10: Create non-clustered index on 
Orders_Unpartitioned table 
USE [AdventureWorks2014] 
GO 
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CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [ix_orderdate1] 
ON [dbo].[Orders_Unpartitioned] ([orderyear]) 
INCLUDE ([Orderid],[Productid],[quantity],[orderdate]) 
GO 
 
--Step 11: Create non-clustered index on Orders table 
CREATE NONCLUSTERED INDEX [ix_orderdate12] 
ON [dbo].[Orders] ([orderyear]) 
INCLUDE ([Orderid],[Productid],[quantity],[orderdate]) 
GO 

  

 
Close all the query 
windows 
 

 

Close all the query windows ( ) and if SSMS asks to save changes, 
click NO 

 

Summary 
In this exercise, we have learned to: 

• Affectively use partitioning to improve read performance 

 

 

Exercise 3: Managing Partitions 

Scenario 
In this exercise, we will learn about switching partitions, split & merging the partitions. 

Tasks Detailed Steps 

 
Open 
3_Managing_Partition.s
ql 
 

 

1. Click File | Open | File or press (Ctrl + O) 
2. In Open File dialogue box, navigate to Partitioning in SQL 

Server\Scripts folder 
3. Select 3_Managing_Partition.sql and click Open 

 

 
Create a table 

 
Partition switching moves the entire partitions between tables. 
Switching is a metadata only operation and doesn’t involves physical 
movement of data rows from one table to another or from one partition 
to another. There are always two tables involved in partition switching. 
Data is switched from Source table to the destination table. Most 
important requirements for partition switching are: 
 

• The source and the destination should have identical structure 
including indexes and should use same partition column 

• The source and the destination tables must exist in the same 
filegroup 

• The destination table must be empty 
 
--Step 1: Execute the following statement(s) 
USE AdventureWorks2014 
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GO 
CREATE TABLE Orders_Swtich  
( 
 Orderid INT, Productid INT, quantity INT,
 orderdate DATETIME, 
 orderyear AS YEAR(orderdate) PERSISTED, 
 PRIMARY KEY(orderid,orderyear)  
) ON PS_SalesOrders(orderyear) 
GO  

 
View partition details 

 
Execute the following statement(s) to view the details about partitioned 
table 
 
--Step 2: Execute the following statement(s) to view the 
partition details 
SELECT partition_id , 
        OBJECT_NAME(object_id) AS Tablename, 
        partition_number, 
        row_count 
FROM    sys.dm_db_partition_stats 
WHERE   object_id = OBJECT_ID('Orders');  
 

 
 
Explanation: The partition 1 in the orders table has 1607 records. We’ll 
switch this partition with the partition in Orders_Switch table created 
in step 1. 
 

 
SWITCH partitions 

 
Execute the following statement(s) to switch the records from partition 
1 of Orders table to Orders_Switch table 
 
--Step 3: Execute the following statement(s) 
ALTER TABLE Orders SWITCH PARTITION 1 
TO Orders_Swtich PARTITION 1;  
GO 
 

Explanation: The SWITCH command switches the partition 1 in the 
orders table to Orders_Switch table. It’s a metadata only operation. 
There is no physical movement of data between tables. Therefore, the 
switching happens instantly and is very fast. 
 
 
 

 
Execute the 
statement(s) 

 
Execute the following statement(s) to view the details about 
partitioned table 
 
--Step 4: Execute the following statement(s) to view the 
partition details 
SELECT partition_id, OBJECT_NAME(object_id) AS Tablename, 
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        partition_number, 
        row_count 
FROM    sys.dm_db_partition_stats 
WHERE   object_id = OBJECT_ID('Orders');  

 

 
 
Explanation: The total number of records in the orders table are zero. 
This is because we switched partition 1 to the Orders_Switch table. 
 

 
Execute the SELECT 
statement(s) 

 
Execute the following statement(s) to verify the records in 
Orders_Switch table 
 
--Step 5:Execute the following statement(s) 
SELECT * FROM Orders_Swtich 
GO 
SELECT COUNT(*) AS TotRecords  
FROM Orders_Swtich 
GO 
 

 
 
Explanation: The total number of records in Orders_Switch table are 
1607. This is because we switched partition 1 from orders table to 
Orders_Switch table. 
  

 
MERGE partitions 

 
Merge Partition is used to combine two or more partitions together. 
Merging happens depending upon Range RIGHT/LEFT mentioned at the 
time of creating partition function.  
 
Execute the following statement(s) to merge “2011” partition range 
 
--Step 6: Execute the following statement(s) 
ALTER PARTITION FUNCTION PF_SalesOrders() 
MERGE RANGE (2011); 
GO 

 
Observation: In order to merge or split the range values, partition 
function needs to be altered. 
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Execute the SELECT 
statement(s) 

 
Execute the following statement(s) to view the details about 
partitioned table 
 
--Step 7: Execute the following statement(s) to view the 
partition details 
SELECT partition_id, OBJECT_NAME(object_id) AS Tablename, 
       partition_number, 
       row_count 
FROM   sys.dm_db_partition_stats 
WHERE  object_id = OBJECT_ID('Orders');  

 

 
 
Explanation: From the output observe that the partition “2011” is 
merged with the partition “2013”. 
 
 
 

 
Split Partitions 

 
Split Partition is used to split the partitions into two partitions. 
 
--Step 8: Execute the following statement(s)  
ALTER PARTITION FUNCTION PF_SalesOrders() 
SPLIT RANGE (2014); 
GO 
 

Explanation: The above query alters the partition function so as to 
create a new partition to hold the sales order details of the year 2014. 
 

 
Alter partition scheme 

 
Execute the following statement(s) to alter partition scheme 
 
--Step 9: Execute the following statement(s)  
ALTER PARTITION SCHEME PS_SalesOrders NEXT USED 
SalesOrders4 

 
Explanation: The above query alters the partition scheme to add a new 
filegroup for the new partition created in step 8. 
 

 
Execute the SELECT 
statement(s) 

 
Execute the following statement(s) to view the partition details 
 
--Step 10: Execute the following statement(s) 
SELECT partition_id, OBJECT_NAME(object_id) AS Tablename, 
partition_number, row_count 
FROM    sys.dm_db_partition_stats 
WHERE   object_id = OBJECT_ID('Orders')  
ORDER BY partition_number; 
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Explanation: Observe that, new partition is created with zero records 
in it. 
 

 
Close all the query 
windows 

 

Close all the query windows ( ) and if SSMS asks to save changes, 
click NO 

 

Summary 
In this exercise, we have learned how to: 

• Switch partitions 

• Merge partitions 

• Split partitions 
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